Errata in 3rd Edition of *DOE Simplified*

- Additions shown in **red** and deletions via **strikethrough**.
- Asterisked* shaded errata corrected in latest reprint(s).

**Page 108:** Below Table 5.12 in the second sentence delete the reference to the alias structure previously shown in Appendix 2-4 in the prior (2nd) edition: “The experimenters also carefully reviewed the alias structure (see Appendix 2.4) before assigning labels.”

*Page 191:* In the detailing of Impact craters update what to search for as noted here: “Also search on MISD “Design of Experiments” “teachers guide impact crater” and “impact crater demo” on the Internet for details on this experiment, including video.”

**Page 251:** The call-out “BEFORE YOU START...” should read:
“Before getting started with the software, check [www.statease.com/doi-simplified3.html](http://www.statease.com/doi-simplified3.html) for downloads supporting the 3rd Edition, e.g., the data for case studies and problems discussed throughout the book from this website plus answers posted for all the practice problems.”

**Page 252:** Stat-Ease moved to a new street address in 2018 from **2021 East Hennepin Ave, Suite 480** to **1300 Godward Street NE, Suite 6400**.”